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Abstract 
In previous work, we established the principle of objective fabric pilling evaluation based 
on two-dimensional dual-tree complex wavelet transform (2DDTCWT) image 
reconstruction and non-linear classification using a neural network.  This proof-of-
principle work was performed using standard pilling test images.  Here, we demonstrate 
the practical operation of the objective pilling evaluation method using a large set of real 
fabric pilling samples.  We show that piling classification results from a trained Multiple-
Layer Perceptron neural network achieve a regression correlation of approximately 96 
percent with the corresponding human expert pilling ratings. 
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Introduction 
Pilling is a fabric fault long associated with staple fiber fabrics and still an undesirable 
property of wool fabrics, particularly knitwear [1]. Australian Wool Innovation has 
identified that the removal of pilling is a key message from consumers, retailers and 
designers [2]. A key element in the control of fabric pilling is the reliable evaluation of 
pilling intensity by testing. Researchers worldwide have been exploring digital image 
processing techniques that are effective for objective fabric pilling grade assessment [3-12]. 
In an earlier work [13], we have presented a method for objective evaluation of fabric pilling 
based on the two-dimensional dual-tree complex wavelet transform (2DDTCWT). The 
2DDTCWT is an enhancement to the discrete wavelet transform.  It yields nearly perfect 
reconstruction, approximate analytic wavelet bases and increased directional selectiveness 
(±15º, ±45º, ±75º) in two dimensions. The analytic wavelet is supported on only the 
positive one-half of the frequency axis, and this results in no aliasing in single scale 
reconstructed detail images.  The 2DDTCWT is also able to represent the edge of two-
dimensional objects more efficiently. 
The content of a pilled image at different scales can be separated into different 
reconstructed detail and approximation images by using 2DDTCWT to reconstruct one-
scale only non-aliasing detail or approximation images. The pilling information was 
identified by inspecting the reconstructed detail images. The identified pilling information 
is fuzz and pills of different sizes over a fused and smoothed background of gray value 
zero at different scales (see Figure 1). The positive and negative maximum gray values of 
the reconstructed detail image represent the highest point of pilling and the deepest point 
  
of the pilling shadow respectively. This pilling identification method accurately detects the 
position, height, size and shape of the fuzz and pills.  
The energies of the given scale’s six direction detail sub-image that capture the pilling 
information were proposed as quantitative measurement of pilling volumes of different 
sized pills in six directions. The energies were used as elements of the pilling feature vector 
to characterize the pilling intensity. The energy of a reconstructed detail sub-image is 
defined as: 
  (1) 
Where M×N is the size of the detail sub-image,  are the pixel gray-scale values of 
detail sub-image in scale s and direction k. 
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Figure 1. 3D mesh plot of 1). WoolMark® SM54 Grade 1 knitted fabric;  2). Identified 
pilling;  3). Identified pilling at scale 5;  4). Identified pilling at scale 6. 
 
Initial investigations based on standard pilling test image sets suggested that pilling was 
successfully identified by the reconstructed detail images and the proposed pilling feature 
vector had the ability to discriminate between different grades of pilling intensity.  
In this paper, we further evaluate the method to investigate its performance in real knitted 
fabric samples for which customers have requested pilling tests to be performed.    
  
Sample Images Preparation 
The pilled knitted fabric samples were supplied by Graham Walters & Associates Pty Ltd. 
The fabric specimens sent from customers have been tested using the standard I. C. I. 
pilling box test machine and rated by experts.  
Figure 2 is a diagram of the image analysis system. The hardware used in this work was 
assembled from simple, commercially available components. These included a laptop 
computer (Acer® TravelMate 800), Canon® digital camera (IXUS 430) and incandescent 
illumination directed onto the fabric surface from one side at an oblique angle of 
approximately 10 degrees, as specified by standard pilling test configuration for fabric 
illumination given by standard ASTM D 3512 for pilling resistance. The separation 
between the fabric sample and the digital camera was approximately 30 centimeters. 
 
Figure 2. Image analysis system 
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Each fabric test sample was imaged at high resolution, cropped to remove fabric sample 
edges and to extract a representative pilled area, and then scaled to 1024x1024 pixels in 
size.  Each sample was then transformed from a 24 bit color image into an 8 bit gray scale 
image – a representative sample image processed in this way is shown in Figure 3. The 
image preparation was performed using the Matlab® Image Processing Toolbox [14].  
 
Figure 3. A representative 102410248bit gray processed sample image 
 
To evaluate the performance of the objective pilling evaluation method, 203 knitted fabric 
sample images, including 32 grade 1 samples, 63 grade 2 samples, 46 grade 3 samples, 49 
grade 4 samples, and 13 grade 5 samples, were prepared using this imaging system and 
process. The numbers of each pilling grade sample were those from an archive reference 
  
set of actual knitted fabric specimens, which had previously been tested and rated by the 
experts from Graham Walters & Associates Pty Ltd.  
 
Pilling Identification and Characterization 
From the pilled fabric images, it was noticed that the knitted fabrics present various pilling 
characteristics. For example, some grade 1 samples are covered with varying size pills over 
the whole fabric specimen, while others have dense surface fuzzing. Figure 4 shows two 
example pilled fabric images – the original sample images appear at the lower right in the 
two image sets.  These pills and fuzz are difficult to separate from the background by using 
height thresholding techniques.  Their pilling properties such as number and size of pills 
are incommensurable.  
By using the proposed pilling identification method, as an example, two of these grade 1 
pilled knitted fabric images were decomposed into different scale detail and approximation 
images as shown in the two image decomposition sets given in Figure 4. From left to right 
and the top down, they are the scale 1 to 7 detail images (which represent increasingly 
coarser image detail), the scale 7 approximation image (which represent variations in the 
image background illumination) and the original fabric sample image (at the lower right). 
Inspection of these individually reconstructed different scale detail images revealed that 
the visual texture information related to their pilling was largely confined to two adjacent 
analysis scales.  This finding held true for all fabric samples, though exactly which two 
analysis scales captured the pilling texture depended on the characteristics of the pilling.  
  
Small, round pills were isolated in lower scale detail image pairs, while larger, fuzzy pills 
were isolated in higher scale detail images pairs. The top four images in Figure 5 are 
reconstructed images from scale 1 to 3 detail images (base texture), from scale 4 and 5 
detail images (pilling), from scale 6 and 7 detail images and scale 7 approximation image 
(background), and from all scale detail and approximation images (reconstruction) of the 
top specimen in Figure 4. The lower four images in Figure 5 are reconstructed images from 
scale 1 to 5 detail images (base texture), from scale 6 and 7 detail images (pilling), from 
scale 7 approximation image (background) and from all scale detail and approximation 
images (reconstruction) of the second specimen in Figure 4. The pills and fuzz of these two 
samples are separated successfully from base texture and background unevenness and 
illumination variation, and the shape, size, height and location of the pills and fuzz are 
retained in the reconstructed images. The two scale reconstructed detail images capture 
different sized pills and fuzz. 
The 203 pilling feature vectors, each with 12 pilling features, were obtained from the 
prepared 203 samples using 2DDTCWT [15] and equation (1). The 2DDTCWT used to 
decompose and reconstruct the pilled fabric images was performed using the wavelet 
software from Brooklyn Polytechnic University, NY [16] and Matlab® Wavelet Toolbox 
[17]. 
  
(a)  
(b)  
Figure 4. Reconstructed scale 1 to 7 detail and scale 7 approximation images, and original 
images (at lower right) of two grade 1 pilled fabric image samples (a) and (b) 
 
  
(a)  
(b)  
Figure 5. Identified base texture, pilling and background images, and reconstructed images 
of two grade 1 samples (a) and (b) 
  
With principal component analysis (PCA), the representative pilling texture characteristics 
for each grade of pilling can be extracted from the 12 pilling features. Figure 6 shows that 
the first principal component accounts for 86.94% of the total variance of the data set. 
Table 1 presents the correlation coefficients of the 12 pilling features with the first three 
principal components. The first principal component exhibits correlations with all of the 
features from both scales, and all of these correlations are significant and uniformly 
negative. This indicates that together these 12 pilling features provide an overall 
measurement of the pilling volume, and, as the grade one represents the most severe pilling 
intensity and the pilling volume increases when the pilling grade decreases from five to 
one, a negative correlation would be expected. 
 
 
Figure 6. Variance explained by the first three principal components 
 
 
 
 
  
  Principal Component 
Scale    Pilling Feature 1st  2nd  3rd 
 
First 
pilling 
scale 
75º -0.41 0.27 -0.30 
45º -0.26 -0.07 -0.33 
15º -0.28 -0.37 0.05 
15º -0.27 -0.43 -0.03 
45º -0.26 -0.10 -0.36 
75º -0.40 0.21 -0.31 
 
Second
pilling 
scale 
75º -0.31 0.36 0.46 
45º -0.26 0.00 0.07 
15º -0.19 -0.35 0.32 
15º -0.18 -0.41 0.28 
45º -0.26 0.00 0.08 
75º -0.29 0.36 0.42 
Table 1. Correlation coefficients of the pilling features with the first three principal components 
Pilling Evaluation Using Linear Classification  
For initial automated classification trials we employed a linear supervised classifier using 
Bayes’ Rule. A supervised classifier requires a training set with inputs (pilling feature 
vectors) and associated classes (expert pilling ratings). A supervised classifier, which has 
been trained by a training set, stores the discriminative rules between different pilling 
grades. Once the trained classifier has a good test set accuracy, it can produce an objective 
pilling evaluation of pilled fabric samples that have not been shown to the classifier during 
training.  A linear classifier is required if the classes are separated by linear boundary. A 
well known linear classifier is the Bayesian classifier. This is a conventional probabilistic 
classifier that allocates each observation to the class with which it has the highest posterior 
probability of membership. 
  
The 203 pilling feature vectors were divided into training and test subsets. One third of the 
data was used for the test set and two third for the training set. These sets were picked at 
equally spaced points throughout the original data. If matrix PFV denotes the 20312 data 
set, then the test subset is PFV(2:3:203, 1:12), and the train subset is PFV([1:3:203, 
3:3:203], 1:12). The linear classification is performed by the following function classify 
[18]: [Test_result,Train_error]=classify(test_subset, train_subset, train_group), which 
fits a multivariate normal density to each grade, with a pooled estimate of covariance 
matrix for all grades. The train_group is a column vector indicating the grade of the 
corresponding pilling feature vector in the training subset. The two return parameters 
(Test_result and Train_error) are the classification results of the test subset by the trained 
classifier and the misclassification ratio of the training subset respectively. Figure 7 gives 
the test sample rating results from the linear classifier (in black), paired with the original 
human expert rating (in white) for the same fabric sample. It provides a qualitative 
summary of the performance of the linear classifier, and shows that only 8 out of 68 test 
samples have different grade results from the experts rated pilling grades, which is 11.76% 
and close to the training misclassification ratio 10.22%. In all cases, the difference between 
the classifier’s prediction and the experts’ measurement is within a single pilling grade 
level. 
One limitation of the statistical linear classifier is that it works well only when the 
underlying assumptions are satisfied. The previous results were obtained with the 
assumption that the pilling feature vectors of each pilling grade form a multivariate normal 
distribution and the correlations between pilling features are independent of pilling grade. 
  
Its successful application depends to a large extent on the accuracy of the assumptions 
about the data properties. 
 
Figure 7. Linear classifier testing results 
 
 
Pilling Evaluation Using Multi-Layer Perceptron Neural Network 
A nonlinear classifier is required if the pilling grades are separated by a nonlinear 
boundary. One of the most common nonlinear supervised classifiers is the Multi-Layer 
Perception (MLP) neural network.  
According to neural network literature [19], more than one hidden layer is rarely needed. 
The number of hidden neurons NH in the hidden layer is frequently stated to be dependent 
  
upon the number of input neurons NI and the number of output neurons NO. The following 
equation has been suggested for determining the number of the hidden neurons [19]: 
2
NONINH     (2). 
The neural network classifier usually has as many input neurons as features and as many 
output neurons as there are object types. The pilling evaluation seeks a relationship 
between the 12 pilling features and the pilling grade. Therefore, a three layer MLP neural 
network with 12 linear input neurons, seven nonlinear hidden neurons and one linear output 
neuron was designed. The network structure is shown in Figure 8. 
The input neurons act as buffers for distributing the 12 pilling features to the neurons in 
the hidden layer. The hidden neurons with tan-sigmoid activation function allow the 
network to learn nonlinear and linear relationship between the pilling features and the 
pilling grade.  If the last layer has sigmoid neurons, then the outputs of the network are 
limited to a small range, such as -1 to +1. The linear output neuron can produce any value.   
 
Figure 8. Representation of the MLP classifier [20] 
 
  
The training function is trainlm [20] and the parameters of the training function used were 
default ones. The network was trained by the training subset. One of the problems that can 
occur during neural network training is overfitting. The error on the training set is driven 
to a very small value, but when new data is presented to the network the error is large. The 
network has memorized the training examples, but it has not learned to generalize to new 
situations. So after training, the test subset whose members have not been used during 
training was presented to the trained network to estimate its ability to generalize. Figure 9 
shows the performances of the designed MLP neural network for a training set and a test 
set plotted against the number of training iterations. The training is stopped after reaching 
100 iterations. The function mse [20] measures the network's performance according to the 
mean of squared errors. The performance of the trained network is about 0.09. The result 
here is reasonable, since the test set error and the training set error have similar 
characteristics, and it does not appear that any significant overfitting has occurred. The 
result indicates that the network has good generalization ability. 
 
  
Figure 9. MLP classifier training and test errors 
 
 
Figure 10. MLP classifier training results 
 
 
Figure 11. MLP classifier test results 
 
  
Using the same schema as Figure 7, Figure 10 gives the training sample rating results from 
the MLP neural network classifier, paired with the original human expert rating for the 
same fabric sample. It provides a qualitative summary of the performance of the neural 
network classifier. Quantitatively, the difference between the classifier training results and 
the experts measured grades for the training subset samples ranges from -0.69 to 0.76 
pilling grades. Using the same schema as Figure 7, Figure 11 gives the test sample rating 
results from the MLP neural network classifier, paired with the original human expert 
rating for the same fabric sample. The difference between the classifier test results and the 
experts measured grades for the test subset samples ranges from -0.81 to 0.69 pilling 
grades. 
The nonlinearity of the MLP neural network makes it flexible in modeling the relationship 
between the pilling feature vector and the pilling grade. By comparison, the linear statistical 
classifier creates crisp boundaries between pilling grades and only provides five integer 
pilling grades. For example, using the linear classifier, two samples of grade 1 in the test 
set were classified into grade 2; it cannot be known whether these samples are closer to 
grade 1 or grade 3. Whereas the neural classifier’s prediction for those two samples are 
approximately grade 1.4 and 1.6 respectively (see Figure 11), which clearly indicates that, 
while those two samples’ pilling intensities are between grade 1 and grade 2, one is closer 
to grade 1 and the other is closer to grade 2.  
Linear regressions between the network training outputs, test outputs and the 
corresponding targets (experts’ measured grades) were performed separately as shown in 
Figures 12 and 13. The correlation coefficients (regression R-values) are 0.966 and 0.96 
  
respectively, which show that the training and test results seem to track the target quite 
well and the neural network is well modeled.  
The MLP neural network is a data driven self-adaptive method that can adjust itself to the 
data without any explicit assumption about the data. It can also approximate any function 
with arbitrary accuracy [21]. Since pilling classification seeks a functional relationship 
between the pilling feature vector and the pilling grade, a more accurate identification of 
the underlying function by the MLP neural network should improve the prediction capacity 
of the pilling evaluation method.          
 
Figure 12. Linear regression between the network training outputs and the corresponding 
targets.   
 
  
 
Figure 13. Linear regression between the network test outputs (prediction) and the 
corresponding targets. 
 
Limitations and Future Work 
The automated pilling evaluation method based on the 2DDTCWT described here was 
found to offer very good performance, but in other investigations [22] we have identified 
some limitations of the 2DDTCWT analysis method that need to be taken into 
consideration. While the pilling feature vectors produced by the wavelet image 
reconstruction a found to be robust to small rotations of the image under test, rotations of 
the test sample of greater than approximately 6 degrees should be avoided. Likewise, to 
avoid simulating aspects of test sample/image rotation, the illumination of the sample under 
test should be held constant.  Varying the direction of illumination may materially change 
the pattern of shadows cast by pilling present on the surface of the fabric sample.  It was 
also found that the pilling feature vectors are generally sensitive to dilation of the test 
  
image.  Dilation of the test image may be caused varying the magnification of the imaging 
system and/or the distance between the fabric test sample and the imaging system – these 
imaging parameters should be held constant across the testing and analysis process.   
All of the real pilling samples employed in this work were single color, non-patterned 
fabrics.  The presence of fabric patterns and variations in fabric color may confound the 
analysis method presented here that identifies and separates pilling features on the basis of 
variations in image brightness. Removal of colored patterns from an image using an image 
processing algorithm is still part of the on-going research. Several illumination setups and 
imaging methods have been proposed to overcome the fabric pattern limitation, such as 
projected-light, laser beam and stereovision systems. The acquired three-dimensional 
surface profile is unaffected by the color or pattern of the fabric. Its corresponding two-
dimensional image can be developed by converting the height value matrix of the surface 
into a gray scale one. The pills and fabric base would have different scale height variations, 
which would appear as different brightness value variations in the gray scale image, and 
they could be separated by the wavelet reconstruction pilling identification method. So by 
this means, the proposed pilling evaluation method may be extended to patterned and/or 
colored fabrics. 
The two-dimensional dual-tree complex wavelet image decomposition and reconstruction 
separates the content of a pilled fabric image into successive detail images and a last scale 
approximation image. The detail images from scales 1 to the last scale represent brightness 
variations from small scale (high frequency) to large scale (low frequency). For a 
10241024 pixel image, a complex wavelet constructed from 10 coefficient filters and 
  
seven iterations of decomposition are enough to separate the pills from background 
illumination. However, because the frequency band width of each detail image is fixed, the 
scales of the detail images representing base texture and pilling would vary with the base 
structures and pilling characteristics of real fabrics. Since the base texture, pilling and other 
interfering information can be distinguished in the reconstructed detail and approximation 
images, the pilling is identified by manually inspecting and selecting the corresponding 
reconstructed detail images in this study. Automatically identifying and selecting the detail 
images that represent pilling may be considered in future work. 
Conclusion 
This work has further assessed the performance of the earlier objective fabric pilling 
evaluation method based on two-dimensional dual-tree complex wavelet image 
decomposition and reconstruction. Wavelet analysis is used to identify and separate fabric 
pilling components in a test image, which are then used to develop a descriptive feature 
vector.  Following dimensional reduction through principal components analysis, the 
resulting compact feature vector is used as the basis for classification of pilling rating.  We 
demonstrate both linear and non-linear classification, and that good results are obtained 
using a trained Multiple-Layer Perceptron neural network for non-linear classification.  
Significantly, using a large set of real fabric samples, we demonstrate that the results 
obtained using this evaluation method are consistent with results obtained from expert 
evaluations.  
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